
Reporter of Environment and Landscape Architecture Na Chang-ho, Hyundai E & C is setting new standards for 
premium apartments through collaboration with famous landscape and space artists at home and abroad.  Hyundai 
E & C unveiled the ‘D Honors Hills’ (hereinafter Honors Hills) site, which is scheduled to move in late August. Honor 
Hills introduced ‘Hyundai Museum of Art’ as a new concept, which means the best work that combines contemporary 
design and craftsmanship of Hyundai E & C. 

‘Modern Art Museum’, ‘A masterpiece made by trees’ creates a dramatic landscape in response to changes in the 
season. ‘Masterpiece made by facilities’ adds value over time. This masterpiece makes space stylish with modern 
emotion and artistry added. In particular, he tried to enhance his daily dignity by collaborating with leading domestic 
and foreign landscape and space experts, including British space artist Sinta Tantra, writer Park Myeong-kwon (group 
associate), and Professor Wook-joo Jeong of Seoul National University.
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In line with the theme of ‘a masterpiece made by trees’, Hyundai E & C selected the best trees from the design stage 
and reflected them in the construction in advance. The pine tree and Bongsu, which were difficult to encounter in the 
existing apartment landscaping space, create an overwhelming landscape in the main space of the complex.  Decidu-
ous trees, such as oversized peacock leaves, banyan trees, and Yunnori and Jeju cypress trees from Jeju Island, also 
create huge forest scenery. 

The special facilities of Honor Hills are also eye-catching. The facility consists of Seokgasan, which reflects Hyundai 
E & C’s specialized technology, 8 community polys, sculptures from overseas artists, and rest facilities from Europe. 
In the central square, there is a hydroponic facility in harmony with ‘Compose Motions’ designed by British space 
artist Sinta Tantra. Resting facilities such as tables and chairs also brought in the facilities of famous designers. Italian 
designer Alessandro Mendini’s signature ‘Proust’, and the world’s top three industrial designer Ron Arad’s masterpiece 
‘Folly’ are located everywhere.  



‘The masterpiece created by space’ was realized through collaboration with masters in each field. The art playground, 
which incorporates the unique design of Sinta Tantra, is the first joint-use modeling play area in collaboration with 
overseas artists, and is expected to improve children’s creativity through unique color patterns. During the pre-inspec-
tion period, he is paying great attention to this project so that he can explain the work directly to the tenant. “The artist 
tried to capture the peacefulness of children and the pure passion of children in the work in conformity with the move-
ment of nature,” said Sinta Tantra. “A project to breathe with people in the real space as a public art artist is always fun 
and exciting. “It was a job,” he said.  

The Heritage Garden, created just in the middle of the community facilities, is the work of Professor Jung Uk-ju of 
Seoul National University. The motif is derived from the serene landscape of Daemosan, where the mist rises. After 
completion, Professor Jung Wook-Ju will open a regular gardening class to share the management techniques of Her-
itage Garden and various landscaping knowledge among residents. The penguin and otter playgrounds, featuring an 
intuitive modeling design, combine the efforts of Park Myeong-kwon (Associate Chairman of the Group). 



An official from Hyundai E & C said, “We have been in constant consultation with the reconstruction association based 
on the differentiated landscape plan and received full support from the union.” The construction company’s differentiat-
ed products and the vision of the combination will be a precedent for synergy. 

I said, Park Joon-ho, head of Hyundai E & C’s Architecture and Housing Landscape Architecture Team, said, “We 
have been putting various efforts into discovering differentiated products of DH, a luxury residential brand in Gangnam 
region, and we are happy to finally show the results.” I will make more efforts to make it so.”


